
January 5th, 2023
COREN Coordinating Body

Please grab some food, find your name plate, 
and be ready to start by 4:40



Land Acknowledgement



Acknowledgement
noun
1) acceptance of the truth or existence of something.

2) an author's or publisher's statement of indebtedness to others, 
typically one printed at the beginning of a book.

3) Another common use of acknowledgement is to describe an 
expression of gratitude, recognition, or appreciation.



Land Acknowledgement
We would like to acknowledge that these beautiful lands are the original 
homelands of the Wasq’u (Wasco) and Wana Łama (Warm Springs) people.  The 
Wasq’u (Wasco) and Wana Łama (Warm Springs) people ceded nearly 10 million 
acres of this land in the treaty of middle Oregon in 1855 while retaining regular 
and customary hunting, fishing, and gathering rights.  The Tribes inhabited this 
area seasonally and clearly established their presence here.  As a result of the 
treaty of 1855, the Warm Springs Indian Reservation was created.  In 1879 the 
Northern Paiute people were moved to the Warm Springs Reservation.  The three 
distinct tribes became known as the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs.  It is 
also important to note that although the Klamath Tribes did not inhabit this area, 
the Klamath Trail ran north and south through this region to the great Celilo Falls 
trading grounds.  We acknowledge and thank the original stewards of this land.  It 
is our hope that our guests continue to honor and care for the land that we hold 
dear to us.



Land Acknowledgement
The federal government officially recognizes 
nearly 600 Native American tribes in the 
continental United States and Alaska, and 
scholars estimate that between 900,000 and 
18 million people lived north of the Rio 
Grande before Christopher Columbus landed 
in North America

- Encyclopaedia Britannica

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Native-American/Native-American-history
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Native-American/Native-American-history


WHY IS INDIGENOUS LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT IMPORTANT?

“A GUIDE TO INDIGENOUS LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT”
“It is important to understand the longstanding history that has brought you to reside on 

the land, and to seek to understand your place within that history. Land 

acknowledgements do not exist in a past tense, or historical context: colonialism is a 

current ongoing process, and we need to build our mindfulness of our present 

participation.” – Northwestern University

“When we talk about land, land is part of who we are. It’s a mixture of our blood, our past, our 

current, and our future. We carry our ancestors in us, and they’re around us. As you all do.” – 

Mary Lyons (Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe) 

https://nativegov.org/news/a-guide-to-indigenous-land-acknowledgment/

https://www.northwestern.edu/native-american-and-indigenous-peoples/about/Land%20Acknowledgement.html
https://nativegov.org/news/a-guide-to-indigenous-land-acknowledgment/


New York State
Current Map



Indigenous  
Tribes of 
New York 
and 
surrounding 
area



Land Acknowledgement
● The Iroquois Confederacy (also known as the Iroquois League) was one of the 

examples of representative democracy used as a model by America's founding 
fathers. …

● Up to 60 people would live in a single longhouse. The French named them the 
Iroquois, but they called themselves the Haudenosaunee which means People of 
the Longhouse. The British called them the Five Nations. 

● The women had a large role in social government and even chose the 
representatives that went to meet at the Great Council.

● As long as there was food, no one ever went hungry in a village as food was 
freely shared. 

● There was a trail that connected the Five Nations called the Iroquois Trail. The 
Iroquois Great Council still meets today.



Land Acknowledgement
Land Cessions

- The researchers found that Indigenous people across the contiguous United 
States have lost 98.9% of their historical lands, or 93.9% of the total geographic 
area they once occupied, they report today in Science 

- The Native American lands continued to shrink. In 1851, Congress passed the 
Indian Appropriations Act, which created the Indian reservation system. The U.S. 
government made Native Americans wards of the state and forced them to live 
within given boundaries.

- From 1778 to 1871, the United States government entered into more than 500 
treaties with the Native American tribes; all of these treaties have since been 
violated in some way or outright broken by the US government



Native Land
an app to help map Indigenous territories, treaties, and languages.

https://native-land.ca/

https://native-land.ca/


Stewardship
“We acknowledge and thank the original stewards of this land.   It is our 
hope that our guests continue to honor and care for the land that we 
hold dear to us.”



Stewardship
“….to honor and care for the land that we hold dear to us.”

- “Let's Pull Together”: Noxious Weed Eradication Event 
- Composting at home or through Deschutes County Waste
- Join or help promote a Community garden
- Carpool, bike or walk when possible
- Plant a “pollinator garden” around your home
- US Forest Service Group Volunteer Opportunities
- Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
- Deschutes County Land Trust

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/deschutes/workingtogether/volunteering/?cid=stelprdb5261170
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/conservationstrategy/invasive_species.asp
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/conservationstrategy/invasive_species.asp


Agenda

1) Welcome Activity
2) Land Acknowledgement
3) Proposal Update and Discussion
4) Work Session: REN Plan/Driver Diagram
5) Wrap Up



Introductions and Norms
Please make sure to find your name tent and 
introduce yourself:

● Name & pronouns and your organization
● Jerry – you’re up!



Land Acknowledgement
We would like to acknowledge that these beautiful lands are the original homelands of the 
Wasq’u (Wasco) and Wana Łama (Warm Springs) people.  The Wasq’u (Wasco) and Wana Łama 
(Warm Springs) people ceded nearly 10 million acres of this land in the treaty of middle Oregon in 
1855 while retaining regular and customary hunting, fishing, and gathering rights.  The Tribes 
inhabited this area seasonally and clearly established their presence here.  As a result of the treaty 
of 1855, the Warm Springs Indian Reservation was created.  In 1879 the Northern Paiute people 
were moved to the Warm Springs Reservation.  The three distinct tribes became known as the 
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs.  It is also important to note that although the Klamath 
Tribes did not inhabit this area, the Klamath Trail ran north and south through this region to the 
great Celilo Falls trading grounds.  We acknowledge and thank the original stewards of this land.  
It is our hope that our guests continue to honor and care for the land that we hold dear to us.

Visit: https://native-land.ca/

https://native-land.ca/


Revised Norms

● Be accountable for your role in the larger group by knowing and actively 
contributing to COREN objectives.

● Actively ensure that everyone has voice by taking and sharing space.
● Actively engage with an open heart, mind, and perspective.
● Open to others’ truth, and courageous with my own.



CCSD Proposal Vote
- Whoops! Gotta hold that vote!
- Evaluation Criteria:

- Is it clear what problem is being addressed?  Is the purpose of the proposal clear?
- Has the team fully explored why the problem is occurring?  Is a root cause identified?
- Has the proposal involved those closest to the situation?  Whose voice is heard and 

who is centered?
- Does this proposal have a focus on equity?
- Is the budget reasonable?
- Is this change idea aligned with the Aim of COREN?

- Number of people voting: 8 Yes votes: 0 No votes: 8



CCSD Proposal continued

Reality Check!  – Let’s talk about CCSD’s response

● CCSD Leadership was disappointed with the decision 
● Frustrated with length, difficulty, and lack of clarity of our process
● Frustrated because they got their hopes up and then not funded
● Disagreed with the characterization of Teach Like a Champion 3.0
● We have been asked to reconsider the decision.

 



What comes next?
We’re at a bit of an impasse.  We have been asked to reconsider, so let’s reconsider.

● Look through the PDSA
● FYI - Feedback from previous discussions

○ Took 5 books back.  Not interested.
○ Only interested in Teach Like a Champion or ENVoY
○ We have not discussed anything other than a book study

● What questions/thoughts/ideas do you have that we can use to meet the needs of the teachers in CCSD? 
● Kimberly and Jeannie have read most of Teach Like A Champion 3.0.  Here’s what we have learned about 

the book.
● Consensus - What message and plan can we take back to CCSD?
● How can we get consensus quickly without waiting until February?

● Next meeting in February: In the interest of Continuous Improvement, we will give our after-action report: 
what did we learn from this experience, and what will we change based on that?



CCSD Proposal continued

What we learned about our processes:

● CB needs to vote every time
● CB then needs to co-craft the response to the design team
● My priority is always to honor your voice and decision. 
● Bigger design questions about what and how COREN evaluates PD/content
● COREN needs to lean into and uphold the continuous improvement process



Take 5



Driver Diagram Revisions
Steps:

1. High Level Brainstorm (Happening now!)
- Reviewing the current driver diagram, what high level changes do you recommend?
- What questions would you want stakeholders to answer (district admin, Amplify)

2. Send out survey to district admin, get Amplify feedback
3. Recruit a group to draft revisions to current driver diagram and present in February. 

● 2 hour evening session in January, dinner included
● Can make up missed meeting/or get paid
● Using feedback from survey, Amplify, and Voices, draft a revision: removing what hasn’t 

served us, changing based on what we’ve learned, and adding to fill the gaps.



Increase the diversity 
of our certified 
teacher workforce, 
both regionally and in 
each engaged 
district, to better 
match the faces of 
our students, as 
measured by a 2-year 
rolling average from 
our baseline in 2019.

Aim

Primary Drivers
(the what)

Secondary Drivers
(the where)

Develop partnerships between districts, 
orgs, and higher ed to develop grow your 
own teacher prep programs

Use teacher feedback to improve and 
extend teacher induction, including 
intentional relational connections

Regionally agreed upon, culturally 
responsive, and equity centered common 
skill set/standards introduced in induction, 
measured by relevant common metrics

Driver Diagram

Equitable 
recruitment and 

hiring practices and 
policies

Retain diverse 
educators through 

a supportive 
teaching and 

learning 
environment 

Develop partnerships with BIPOC 
community orgs to create pathways to 
educator careers -- must be mutually 
beneficial
Intentionally support a sense of belonging of 
BIPOC educators through relationships with 
other educators, admin, classified staff, and 
community

Improve intentional, regular, 2-way 
communication and cooperation between 
orgs and ed as it pertains to a diverse 
teacher workforce

If we want to improve AIM, then we need to focus on PRIMARY, 
through SECONDARY, and one way to do that is CHANGE IDEA. 

Example Change Ideas

Intentionally support White educators and 
staff to improve their cultural competency 
through diverse community events, PD, and 
policy/protocols

Regional team reviews various 
district induction standards 
using equity lens 

Job-alike PLCs for new staff with 
a coach/experienced teacher for 
support

Exchange newsletters and hold 
monthly connection/update 
meetings to increase collab.

Diverse org. Members recruit for 
teacher prep programs, district 
personnel mentor through process

Use HS pathways and 
internships designed and 
produced with comm. orgs.

Implement regional or district 
racial affinity groups 

Provide access to professional 
learning where all staff can learn 
together to acquire 2-3 strategies 
/tools per quarter

HR advertising, screening, and hiring 
practices and policies that are equity 
centered

Blind application screening to 
reduce unconscious bias

Retain teachers 
through sustained 

learning and 
support for diverse 

educators  

Recruit and retain 
through mutually 

beneficial and 
intentional 

partnerships with 
community orgs 

and P-20 Network

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xCdjQMHSfLRCIQhWoujPxCFz9Osx5mOmx9qQQXx83RI/edit?usp=sharing


Potential Survey Questions

● What are your opinions about these goals (primary drivers)?
● What general outcomes are most important to you? 
● How do these goals align to your SD/organization programs? 
● Do you agree or disagree with COREN making these programs a priority?
● Where are you/your group/your organization ready to engage in this work?
● What are the issues you wouldn’t say to your district office people?
● Do you have other ideas/programs we should consider? 



Wrap Up

THANK YOU! 

Be sure to take food home!

We appreciate you sooooo much!

Upcoming CB meetings:
2/9/23: 509J District Office – Madras


